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SUMMARY

The recognition of specific DNA-binding sites
by transcription factors is a critical yet poorly
understood step in the control of gene expression. Members of the Hox family of transcription
factors bind DNA by making nearly identical
major groove contacts via the recognition helices of their homeodomains. In vivo specificity,
however, often depends on extended and unstructured regions that link Hox homeodomains
to a DNA-bound cofactor, Extradenticle (Exd).
Using a combination of structure determination,
computational analysis, and in vitro and in vivo
assays, we show that Hox proteins recognize
specific Hox-Exd binding sites via residues located in these extended regions that insert
into the minor groove but only when presented
with the correct DNA sequence. Our results
suggest that these residues, which are conserved in a paralog-specific manner, confer
specificity by recognizing a sequence-dependent DNA structure instead of directly reading
a specific DNA sequence.
INTRODUCTION
For biological systems to function, defined combinations
of macromolecules must interact selectively at the correct
time and place and assemble into productive higher-order
complexes. One context in which the specificity of macromolecular interactions is critical is in the recognition of
DNA sequences by transcription factors, which must select a small subset of relevant binding sites from the large
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excess of potential binding sites that are typically present
in eukaryotic genomes. Atomic-resolution structural studies have provided high-resolution views of how the various
classes of DNA-binding domains recognize their cognate
DNA-binding sites (Garvie and Wolberger, 2001; Harrison
and Aggarwal, 1990; Pabo and Sauer, 1992). However,
despite these insights, how transcription factors discriminate between closely related, yet biologically distinct,
DNA sequences is not well understood.
Here, we address this problem for the Hox family of homeodomain-containing transcription factors, which assign morphological identities along the antero-posterior
(AP) axis of both vertebrates and invertebrates. To execute their functions, Hox proteins regulate many types of
target genes, some of which are specific for a particular
Hox paralog (Pearson et al., 2005). In Drosophila, for example, the Hox protein Sex combs reduced (Scr) is the
only paralog that is able to initiate salivary gland development (Andrew et al., 1994; Panzer et al., 1992). In contrast,
other Hox functions and targets are shared by multiple
Hox paralogs. For example, many Hox proteins share
the ability to repress the antennal-specifying gene homothorax (hth), and at least two Hox paralogs have the capacity to repress the appendage-specifying gene Distalless (Dll) (Casares and Mann, 1998; Vachon et al., 1992;
Yao et al., 1999). This distinction between paralog-specific and shared Hox target genes implies that some
Hox-binding sites must be specific for a particular Hox paralog, while other binding sites may not require the same
degree of specificity. Confounding the Hox specificity
problem is that this family of proteins, which are encoded
by eight Hox paralogs in Drosophila that have been duplicated to a total of 39 Hox genes in humans, all bind to very
similar DNA sequences (Gehring et al., 1994; Mann, 1995).
A growing list of directly regulated Hox target genes
supports the view that Hox proteins use a variety of

mechanisms to recognize their in vivo binding sites (Pearson et al., 2005). At one extreme, the regulation of some
target genes requires that Hox proteins bind DNA cooperatively with cofactors, notably, Extradenticle (Exd; Pbx in
vertebrates) and Homothorax (Hth; Meis in vertebrates)
(Mann and Affolter, 1998; Mann and Chan, 1996; Moens
and Selleri, 2006). For example, to initiate salivary gland
development, Scr binds with Exd to a paralog-specific
Scr-Exd binding site to activate its target fork head (fkh)
(Ryoo and Mann, 1999). At the other extreme, Hox proteins are capable of regulating some target genes via clusters of what appear to be Hox monomer-binding sites,
without the help of Exd or Hth (Galant et al., 2002; Hersh
and Carroll, 2005; Lohmann et al., 2002). One possibility
is that paralog-specific Hox functions are more dependent
on cofactor interactions than functions that are not paralog specific.
Complementing our knowledge of in vivo Hox-binding
sites are studies on chimeric Hox proteins, which identified the protein domains required for their specific
in vivo functions (Chauvet et al., 2000; Zhao and Potter,
2002; reviewed by Mann, 1995; Mann and Morata,
2000). These studies reveal that Hox homeodomains, in
particular their N-terminal arms, are critical for specificity.
However, homeodomain N-terminal arms, especially the
first four residues, are typically disordered in the existing
NMR and crystal structures (Billeter et al., 1993; Fraenkel
and Pabo, 1998; Fraenkel et al., 1998; Hirsch and Aggarwal, 1995; Hovde et al., 2001; Li et al., 1995; Passner et al.,
1999; Piper et al., 1999; Tucker-Kellogg et al., 1997; Wolberger et al., 1991). Hox N-terminal arms are also mostly
disordered in two X-ray structures of Hox-Exd/Pbx-DNA
ternary complexes (Passner et al., 1999; Piper et al.,
1999). Adding to this paradox, all of these structures
show the third a helix (the so-called recognition helix) of
these homeodomains making nearly identical base-specific contacts in the DNA major groove. Thus, while the
existing structures explain how Hox proteins recognize
AT-rich sequences, they do not account for their in vivo
specificities. Further, although the Hox-Exd/Pbx ternary
structures reveal how these proteins interact with each
other while bound to DNA, they fail to explain the observed
sequence specificities of Hox-Exd/Pbx dimers (LaRondeLeBlanc and Wolberger, 2003; Passner et al., 1999; Piper
et al., 1999). As suggested by our results, a likely reason
for this shortcoming is that the binding sites present in
these structures are not derived from a specific in vivo target but instead are high-affinity consensus sites derived
from in vitro selection experiments.
In the present study, we use X-ray crystallography to
solve the structures of two Hox-Exd-DNA ternary complexes. In one complex, an Scr-Exd dimer is bound to
a DNA sequence (fkh250), derived from the fkh gene,
that shows a preference for Scr-Exd over other Hox-Exd
dimers, both in vitro and in vivo (Ryoo and Mann, 1999).
In the second complex, an Scr-Exd dimer is bound to
a variant of fkh250 (fkh250con*) in which the Scr-Exd binding site is replaced by a consensus Hox-Exd site. These

two structures thus provide a direct comparison between
Scr-Exd bound to paralog-specific and nonspecific HoxExd-binding sites. Although the overall arrangements of
the proteins are similar to each other and to previous
Hox-Exd/Pbx structures, additional Scr residues, in the
N-terminal arm and adjacent linker region, are ordered in
the fkh250 complex. Among these, an arginine and a histidine, which are conserved among Scr orthologs, insert
into a narrow region of fkh250’s minor groove. We show
that these residues are important for Scr to bind fkh250
and carry out Scr-specific functions in vivo. Analysis of
the fkh250 sequence suggests that its minor groove geometry is an intrinsic property of its sequence. As a consequence of its shape, the fkh250 minor groove creates an
enhanced negative electrostatic environment ideally
suited for binding basic residues. Thus, by correctly positioning Scr’s N-terminal arm and linker residues, Exd facilitates an interaction with the specific conformation of the
fkh250 binding site. Together with previous results, we
suggest that Hox proteins recognize ‘‘generic’’ binding
sites through major groove-recognition helix interactions,
but that N-terminal arm and linker residues select among
these sites by reading the structure and electrostatic potential of the minor groove.
RESULTS
Scr binds cooperatively with Exd to the Hox-Exd binding
site in fkh250, AGATTAATCG, while other Hox-Exd dimers
fail to bind this sequence as well (Ryoo and Mann, 1999).
To understand the basis for this specificity, we generated
cocrystals and solved the structures of Scr and Exd bound
to 20 bp overhanging oligonucleotides containing either
the fkh250 and fkh250con* binding sites. fkh250con* is identical to fkh250 except in three base pairs which were
changed to match the Hox-Exd/Pbx consensus sequence
present in the Ubx-Exd ternary structure (Passner et al.,
1999) (see Experimental Procedures) (Figure 1B). For the
crystallizations, we expressed Scr (residues 298 to 384),
which includes the Exd-interacting peptide YPWM, the
linker region between YPWM and the homeodomain,
and the full-length homeodomain (Figure 1A). For Exd,
we expressed the full-length homeodomain (residues
238 to 300).
The Structures of the Scr-Exd-fkh250
and Scr-Exd-fkh250con* Complexes
The cocrystals of both complexes (hereafter referred to as
the fkh250 and fkh250con* complexes, respectively) diffracted to 2.6 Å and each contained one complex per
asymmetric unit (Table S1). Scr and Exd bind fkh250 and
fkh250con* in a very similar manner using overlapping
DNA sites in a head-to-tail orientation on opposite faces
of the DNA (Figure 1C). For the segments of the proteins
that are visible in both structures, the protein main chains
superimpose with a Ca-RMSD of only 0.8 Å. Most of the
contacts to the DNA backbone are also shared in the two
structures, except that there are more water-mediated
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Figure 1. Overview of Structures and Sequences
(A) Comparison of the YPWM, linker, and homeodomain sequences of a subset of Scr orthologs. Residue numbering is relative to the first homeodomain residue, which is +1. Residues highlighted in cyan distinguish Scr and its orthologs from other Hox paralogs. His12 and Arg3 are highlighted
in magenta. DNA contacting residues that are shared by all Hox paralogs are highlighted in green. Dm, Drosophila melanogaster; Ap, Apis melifera;
Hs, Homo sapiens; Mm, Mus musculus; Dr, Danio rerio.
(B) Sequences of a generalized Hox-Exd site and the fkh250con*, fkh250con, and fkh250 binding sites (in capital letters; identical flanking base pairs are
shown in light gray). fkh250 and fkh250con*, which is a better match to the Hox-Exd consensus than fkh250con, were used for the crystallography. The
base pairs in the Hox-Exd binding site are numbered 1 to 10. The Scr-Exd binding site in fkh250 is 100% conserved in all of the sequenced Drosophila
genomes except for D. virilis, where only the last G has been changed to an A.
(C) Overview of the fkh250 (left) and fkh250con* (right) complexes. The Scr (red) and Exd (cyan) homeodomains bind to opposite faces of the DNA. Arg3
and His12 are seen in the fkh250 complex but not in the fkh250con* complex. Base pairs colored in yellow are those that differ between fkh250 and
fkh250con*.

contacts to the DNA backbone in the fkh250 complex (Figures 2A and 2B).
Scr can be divided into its homeodomain (residues 1–
60), composed of a tri-a-helical core (residues 10–60)
and N-terminal arm (residues 1–9), and an extended linker
region containing the YPWM motif (residues 25 to 1).
Compared to most homeodomains, the Exd/Pbx homeodomain (residues 1–22, 23a-c, 24–60) has an additional
three residues (23a, 23b, and 23c) in the loop between helices a1 and a2. As seen previously (LaRonde-LeBlanc
and Wolberger, 2003; Passner et al., 1999; Piper et al.,
1999), these residues form part of the hydrophobic pocket
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that receives the Scr YPWM motif in both the fkh250 and
fkh250con* complexes. Protein-DNA interactions arise primarily from the Scr and Exd homeodomains, whose recognition helices (a3s) project along the DNA major groove
while their N-terminal arms (residues 5 – 9 for fkh250con*
and 3–9 for fkh250) wind along the minor groove. The major groove interactions (Figures 2A and 2B) are similar to
those described previously for the Ubx-Exd ternary complex (Passner et al., 1999) and are consistent with the patterns observed for other homeodomain protein-DNA complexes (Billeter et al., 1993; Fraenkel et al., 1998; Gehring
et al., 1994).

Figure 2. Protein-DNA Contacts
Protein-DNA contacts for the (A) fkh250 and (B) fkh250con* complexes. The Exd half site is shaded cyan, the Hox half site is shaded red. Hydrogen
bonds are represented by solid lines and nonpolar interactions by dotted lines. Interactions involving the protein main chain are underlined. Green
circles are visualized water molecules. The fkh250 complex has more water-mediated contacts from residues such as Gln50, which is oriented differently in the two complexes, and Trp-17, which is positioned identically in the two complexes.

In both the fkh250 and fkh250con* complexes, the N-terminal segment that includes the YPWM motif is ordered
(residues 26 to 11 in fkh250 and residues 27 to 13
in fkh250con*). The YPWM motif folds into a classical
type I reverse turn and, as in the Ubx-Exd and Hoxb1Pbx complexes, a hydrogen bond is formed between the
first (Tyr) and the fourth (Met) residues of the turn. As in
other complexes, the Trp plays the dominant role in
Hox-Exd/Pbx interactions, mediating many of the contacts within the Exd hydrophobic pocket including a hydrogen bond to the main carbonyl of Leu23a of Exd. The
segments N- and C-terminal to the YPWM motif assume
extended conformations and are positioned at right angles to each other. These segments contribute to the
Scr-Exd interaction, in which Pro22 and Ile20 of Scr
make hydrophobic contacts with Ile60 of Exd, and the
backbone carbonyl of Lys15 in Scr makes a hydrogen
bond with Lys57 of Exd.
A unique feature of the fkh250 complex is the entry of
Arg3 and His12 into the DNA minor groove (Figure 3).
The contacts made by these two residues are especially interesting in light of the fact that they are highly conserved

among all Scr orthologs, both in vertebrates and invertebrates (Figure 1A). Arg3 lies approximately equidistant between the sugar-phosphate backbones of the two DNA
strands that line the narrow minor groove. The guanidinium
nitrogens are approximately 4 Å away from the bases (N3
atom of Ade13 and O2 atom of Thy30) and do not make direct or water-mediated hydrogen bonds with the bases.
His12 lies deeper within the groove and its N32 atom is
linked to a water molecule, which in turn makes hydrogen
bonds to three thymines (Thy14, Thy29, and Thy30) within
the Scr recognition sequence (Figure 3B). Hydrogen bonds
to Thy14 and Thy29 are made with the base O2 atoms,
while the bond to Thy30 is made with the sugar O4’
atom. The Arg3 guanidinium group and the His12 imidazole ring lie approximately in the same plane, and a hydrogen bond between the groups (Nh1-H.Nd1) suggests
some synergy in the interactions of Arg3 and His12 with
DNA. In contrast to the fkh250 complex, neither Arg3 nor
His12 are seen in the fkh250con* complex.
Since the proteins are identical in both complexes, the
differences between the two structures are likely a consequence of the different DNA sequences. As seen in the
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Figure 3. Minor Groove Insertion of Scr Residues His12 and Arg3 in fkh250
(A) Electron densities for Arg3 and His12 in the fkh250 complex, based on a simulated annealing Fo-Fc omit map (contoured at 3.0s).
(B) Details of the His12–Arg3 interaction and water-mediated interactions with Thy14, Thy29, and Thy30 of fkh250. The red circle marks a water
molecule and dotted lines represent putative hydrogen bonds.

crystal structures, the minor groove in the fkh250 complex
is generally narrower than in the fkh250con* complex, particularly where Arg3 and His12 insert (Figures 4A–4D).
Arg5, which is ordered in both complexes, also inserts
into a narrow region of the minor groove present in both
fkh250 and fkh250con*. AT-rich regions often lead to narrow minor grooves due in large part to negative propeller
twisting (Crothers and Shakked, 1999). Consistently, the
average value for propeller twist in these regions is
14.6 for fkh250 and 12.2 for fkh250con*, and the pattern of inter-base pair contacts in the major groove is similar to that observed in other AT-rich sequences (Nelson
et al., 1987) (see Discussion).
These observations suggest that the differences in minor groove shape seen in the two crystal structures arise
as a consequence of the known conformational preferences of the two DNA sequences. The differences in minor
groove shape were also observed from all-atom Monte
Carlo (MC) simulations of the free DNAs (see Experimental
Procedures) (Rohs et al., 2005b). In agreement with the
crystal structures, these simulations predict a single minor
groove width minimum in fkh250con* and two minima in
fkh250 (Figures 4C and 4D). Similar agreement exists
between the MC simulations and X-ray structures for
a second DNA helical parameter, roll, in the two DNAs
(Figure S1). In addition, we carried out MC simulations of
DNAs with all possible combinations of the three base
pair differences between the fkh250 and fkh250con* binding sites (Figures S2 and S3). These analyses suggest
that the differences at positions 6 and 9 play a more important role than the difference at position 1 in distinguishing
between the structures of these two binding sites.

Electrostatic Potentials Correlate
with Minor Groove Width
Electrostatic potentials are affected by the shape and
charge distribution of macromolecules (Honig and Nich-
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olls, 1995). To determine if differences in electrostatic potential provide the physical basis for the interaction between basic amino acids and the minor groove seen in
the fkh250 complex, we used the DelPhi program to calculate this parameter for both DNA sequences. Strikingly, for
both sequences, there is a near-perfect correlation between minor groove width and the magnitude of the negative electrostatic potential (Figures 4E and 4F). In both
complexes, Arg5 inserts into the minor groove in a region
where there is a minimum both in groove width and in electrostatic potential. In the fkh250 structure there is a second
minimum for both parameters where the His12/Arg3 pair
inserts. In contrast, in the corresponding location in the
fkh250con* complex, the minor groove is wide and the
electrostatic potential is less negative. The difference in
the electrostatic potential between the two sites, about
2.2 kT/e, corresponds to about an order of magnitude in
affinity for a single positive charge. This difference can account for the observation that His12/Arg3 inserts into the
minor groove of fkh250 but not into the groove of
fkh250con*. In both cases there is a net electrostatic attraction between the DNA and these basic amino acids, but
this attraction must be large enough, as it appears to be
in fkh250, to overcome the entropy loss associated with
inserting an unstructured peptide into a specific location
on the surface of DNA.

His12 and Arg3 of Scr Are Important
for Binding fkh250
To test if His12 and Arg3 contribute to Scr’s affinity for
fkh250, we mutated these residues either individually or
in the same protein to alanines to generate three mutants,
ScrHis12A, ScrArg3A, and ScrHis12A,Arg3A, and carried out
DNA-binding studies. For these experiments, we compared fkh250 with fkh250con, whose distinct properties
have been characterized both in vitro and in vivo (Ryoo
and Mann, 1999) (Figure 1B). In particular, unlike fkh250,

Figure 4. Differences in Minor Groove Geometries and Electrostatic Potentials between fkh250 and fkh250con*
(A and B) The surfaces of the (A) fkh250 and (B) fkh250con* DNAs, color-coded according to shape using GRASP (Nicholls et al., 1991). Black/gray and
green surfaces represent concave and convex surfaces, respectively. Residues Arg5 (A and B) and Arg3/His12 (A, only) with side chains entering the
minor groove are shown.
(C and D) Graphs comparing minor groove widths seen in the crystal structures (blue curves) with those predicted by the MC simulations (green
curves) for fkh250 (C) and fkh250con* (D). The sequences of the two binding sites are below; TpA steps are shown in bold lettering. The error bars
represent standard deviations of five independent MC predictions (for details see Supplemental Data).
(E and F) Graphs comparing minor groove widths (Å) and electrostatic potential (kT/e) for fkh250 (E) and fkh250con* (F), based on the crystal structures.
The positions of Arg5 and Arg3/His12 minor groove insertion are indicated.

fkh250con binds to multiple Hox-Exd dimers equally well
(Ryoo and Mann, 1999). Moreover, although a lacZ reporter gene made with fkh250 (fkh250-lacZ) is specifically
activated in vivo by Scr and exd, an analogous reporter
gene made with fkh250con (fkh250con-lacZ) is activated
by multiple Hox proteins in vivo (Ryoo and Mann, 1999).
We carried out several experiments to test if Arg3 and
His12 were required for Scr’s ability to bind fkh250.
These DNA-binding studies were all done in the presence
of Exd and the HM domain of Hth (HthHM) to best mimic
the in vivo requirement for these cofactors (Noro et al.,
2006) (see Experimental Procedures). First, we compared
the ability of wild-type Scr (ScrWT) and the double mutant
(ScrHis12A,Arg3A) to bind fkh250 and fkh250con over multi-

ple protein concentrations. Using concentrations where
ScrWT and ScrHis12A,Arg3A bound similarly to fkh250con,
ScrHis12A,Arg3A bound fkh250 30% as strong as ScrWT
(Figures 5A and 5B). Second, we measured the KDs for
all four proteins to both binding sites (Figure 5C). These
measurements indicate that ScrWT and ScrHis12A have
similar affinities to both fkh250 and fkh250con (all within
8 to 15 nM). ScrHis12A,Arg3A also had a similar affinity
for fkh250con (18 nM). Significantly, both ScrHis12A,Arg3A
and ScrArg3A had lower affinities to fkh250 (55 and 47 nM,
respectively) (Figure 5C). Together, these measurements
suggest that His12 and Arg3 of Scr are more important
for binding to fkh250 than to fkh250con. Further, although
Arg3 is more critical than His12, both of these residues
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Figure 5. Binding of Scr and Scr Mutants to fkh250 and fkh250con DNAs
(A and B) Binding of ScrWT and ScrHis12A,Arg3A to fkh250con (A) and fkh250 (B). Protein concentrations were chosen to give equivalent binding of
ScrWT and ScrHis12A,Arg3A to fkh250con (A), and the same concentrations were used to measure binding to fkh250 (B). All DNA-binding measurements
were done in the presence of HthHM-Exd (see Experimental Procedures).
(C) Binding affinities (KDs in nM) of the indicated proteins for fkh250 and fkh250con. Green and pink shaded boxes indicate interactions that can and
cannot activate the respective reporter gene in vivo (data from Figures 7F–7O).
(D) Competition experiment. Unlabeled fkh250 oligo at the relative concentrations indicated on the x axis was used to compete for the formation of
ScrWT (black curve) and ScrHis12A,Arg3A (red curve) complexes formed on a labeled fkh250con probe. The error bars represent standard deviations of
three independent experiments.

appear to contribute to this interaction because the double mutant had a lower affinity for fkh250 than the single
Arg3A mutant.
As a third test to see if these residues are required for
DNA-binding specificity, we carried out a DNA-binding
competition assay with ScrWT and ScrHis12A,Arg3A
(Figure 5D). In this experiment, ScrWT or ScrHis12A,Arg3A
was bound to 32P-labeled fkh250con in the presence of varying concentrations of unlabeled fkh250. In agreement with
our previous results, fkh250 was a much better competitor
of ScrWT complex formation than of ScrHis12A,Arg3A complex formation (Figure 5D). Thus, ScrWT is better able to
discriminate between fkh250 and fkh250con than
ScrHis12A,Arg3A, suggesting that His12 and Arg3 are critical for Scr’s DNA-binding specificity.
Although Arg3 of Scr is critical for Scr-Exd to bind
fkh250, this residue is not unique to this Hox paralog. In
particular, Ubx, Antp, and Abdominal-A (Abd-A) all have
Arg3 (and Arg5) but do not bind fkh250 well with Exd
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(Ryoo and Mann, 1999). In Scr, Arg3 is part of an RQR motif, whereas it is part of an RGR motif in these other Hox
proteins, suggesting that the context of Arg3 may be important. Although we have little structural information
about Hox RGR motifs, crystal structures are available
for several other transcription factors that contain a
DNA-bound RGR motif (Cheetham et al., 1999; Huth
et al., 1997; Meinke and Sigler, 1999). In these cases the
Gly inserts into the minor groove in a region where it is
not narrow, while the arginines splay out in very different
directions than they do in Scr. Based on these observations, we mutated Gln4 in Scr to Gly (thus changing RQR
to RGR) and measured the affinity of this mutant to
fkh250 and fkh250con. This point mutation reduced ScrExd’s affinity for fkh250 by about six-fold but only reduced
affinity for fkh250con by two-fold (Table S2). The resulting
KDs are very similar to those of ScrArg3A and are remarkable because the side chain of Gln4 makes no DNA contacts.

Figure 6. Compromised In Vivo Activities of Scr Mutants
(A) Ventral surface of wild-type first instar larval cuticle. (A0 ) higher magnification of wild-type T1 segment showing a T1 beard (arrowhead).
(B) Ventral surface of a first instar cuticle after ubiquitous expression of ScrWT. (B0 ) higher magnification of the T3 segment with an ectopic T1 beard
(arrowhead).
(C) Quantification of ectopic T1 beard formation in thoracic (T2 and T3) and abdominal (A1 to A3) segments due to ubiquitous expression of ScrWT and
Scr mutants. The error bars represent standard deviations of R10 embryos for each genotype and segment. For comparison, the number of beard
hairs in a wild-type T1 segment was 128.2 ± 8.4.
(D) Ventral views of wild-type embryos or embryos ubiquitously expressing ScrWT or the indicated Scr mutant, stained for dCrebA. Ectopic activation
is indicated by arrowheads.

His12 and Arg3 Are Important for Scr to Execute
Its Specific Functions In Vivo
The above results provide biochemical evidence that
His12 and Arg3 are important for Scr to bind its specific
binding site, fkh250. To test if these residues are important
for Scr’s activity in vivo, we generated transgenic lines of
Drosophila capable of misexpressing ScrWT and the three
Scr mutants described above. For these in vivo assays,
a full-length form Scr was used. Each of these proteins
was N-terminally tagged with a hemagglutinin (HA) epitope, allowing us to compare transformants that express
similar levels of nuclear-localized protein (data not
shown). As described previously (Gibson et al., 1990), uniform expression of ScrWT during embryogenesis resulted
in a characteristic and Scr-specific transformation of the
second and third thoracic segments (T2 and T3) toward
the identity of the first thoracic segment (T1), where Scr
is normally expressed (Figures 6A and 6B). A weaker
transformation of the anterior abdominal segments (A1
to A3) was also evident. This transformation is readily recognized by the acquisition of a normally T1-specific pat-

tern of small hairs (the T1 beard) in each transformed segment. To quantify this transformation, we counted the
number of hairs present in each affected segment after
ubiquitous expression of ScrWT and the Scr mutants.
ScrHis12A,Arg3A was severely compromised in its ability
to produce this transformation (Figure 6C). ScrHis12A
was able to produce this transformation as efficiently as
ScrWT, while ScrArg3A was partially compromised in this
assay (best seen in A1 to A3).
Another Scr-specific function is to initiate the formation
of the salivary gland, and a good marker for this structure
is dCrebA (Andrew et al., 1994; Panzer et al., 1992).
ScrWT, but not ScrHis12A,Arg3A, was able to induce ectopic CrebA expression, while ScrHis12A and ScrArg3A
were able to weakly activate this marker (Figure 6D). Taken
together, these results demonstrate that His12 and Arg3
are important for Scr to execute its specific functions
in vivo. They also highlight that for some readouts, such
as dCrebA, both residues are critical, whereas for other
readouts, such as the T1-specific cuticle pattern, both residues must be mutated to eliminate activity (Table S2).
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Figure 7. ScrHis12A,Arg3A Is Unable to Execute Specific Scr Functions In Vivo
(A–E) Wild-type embryos or embryos ubiquitously expressing ScrWT or the indicated Scr mutants, stained for Fkh protein. Ectopic activation in anterior (arrowheads) and posterior (arrows) segments is indicated. Ventral views of PS1 to PS4 are shown.
(F–J) Expression of fkh250-lacZ, revealed by anti-b-gal antibody staining, in wild-type embryos or embryos ubiquitously expressing ScrWT or Scr
mutants. Ectopic activation in anterior (arrowheads) and posterior (arrows) segments is indicated. Shown are ventral views.
(K–O) Expression of fkh250con-lacZ, revealed by anti-b-gal antibody staining, in wild-type embryos or embryos ubiquitously expressing ScrWT or Scr
mutants. Ectopic activation in the head is indicated (arrowheads). Due to the already broad expression pattern in wild-type embryos (K), lateral views
are shown to better visualize the ectopic expression.

His12 and Arg3 Are Required for Scr to Activate
fkh250-lacZ and fkh
The above in vivo data demonstrate that His12 and
Arg3 are required for Scr to generate an Scr-specific
transformation of segmental identity. If this hypothesis
is correct, we would expect ScrHis12A,Arg3A to be unable
to activate the fkh250-lacZ reporter gene. In wild-type
embryos, fkh250-lacZ is expressed in parasegment (PS)
2 (Figure 7F) where it is dependent on Scr and exd activities (Ryoo and Mann, 1999). When ScrWT was ubiquitously expressed during embryogenesis, ectopic activation of fkh250-lacZ was observed in segments anterior
and posterior to PS2 (Figure 7G). ScrHis12A also activated fkh250-lacZ (Figure 7I). In contrast, ubiquitous expression of ScrHis12A,Arg3A or ScrArg3A failed to activate
this reporter gene (Figures 7H and 7J). Similar results
were obtained when the expression of the endogenous
fkh gene was monitored, although in this case ScrHis12A
was a less potent activator than ScrWT (Figures 7A–7E).
Thus, His12 and Arg3 are critical for Scr’s ability to activate a paralog-specific target gene in vivo. As with the
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in vitro binding data, these results suggest that Arg3 is
more critical than His12 for the activation of these
genes (Table S2).
His12 and Arg3 Are Not Required
for Scr to Activate fkh250con-lacZ
Based on the above results, we suggest that His12 and
Arg3 are important for Scr to execute its specific functions, such forming the T1 beard, inducing salivary gland
development, or activating fkh250-lacZ. Our observations
that (1) His12 and Arg3 are not ordered in the fkh250con*
complex and (2) mutating these two residues to alanines
only weakly affects Scr’s ability to bind to the nonparalog-specific Hox-Exd binding site in fkh250con suggest
that these residues may be less important for Scr to execute shared Hox functions. A prediction based on this idea
is that ScrHis12A,Arg3A should still be able to activate the
fkh250con-lacZ reporter gene, which can be activated by
multiple Hox proteins in vivo (Ryoo and Mann, 1999). Consistently, ScrWT and all three Scr mutants were able to activate this reporter gene in vivo (Figures 7K–7O).

DISCUSSION
It is well established that homeodomain-DNA recognition
utilizes hydrogen bonds formed between recognition-helix side chains and base-specific moieties in the major
groove (Gehring et al., 1994; Mann, 1995). However, the
residues making these contacts are identical in all Hox
proteins. While some N-terminal arm residues have been
seen in the minor groove, these interactions have not
been sufficient to account for specificity differences
among Hox proteins. In particular, although Arg5 is often
observed in the minor groove, it is common to all homeodomains. Conversely, residues 1 to 4 are important for
Hox specificity but are often not observed in homeodomain–DNA structures. The structure reported here, of
a complex formed between a Scr-Exd dimer and an in vivo
paralog-specific binding site, fkh250, reveals Hox–DNA
contacts that provide new insights into the molecular basis of Hox specificity. We show that minor groove contacts
from linker (His12) and N-terminal arm (Arg3) residues
are critical for Scr’s specific in vitro and in vivo properties.
Moreover, both residues insert into an unusually narrow
region of the minor groove, which in turn creates a local
dip in electrostatic potential through the phenomenon of
electrostatic focusing (Honig and Nicholls, 1995; Klapper
et al., 1986). In contrast, in the fkh250con* complex, the minor groove does not have these features, and, like many of
the previous structures, there are no DNA contacts N-terminal to Arg5.
Based on these findings, we suggest that there are two
conceptually separable components to Hox–DNA binding. First, contacts between the DNA major groove and
the recognition helix are sufficient to target Hox homeodomains to ‘‘AT-rich’’ DNA sequences. Second, contacts
made between the DNA minor groove and N-terminal
arm/linker residues help to discriminate among AT-rich
binding sites. Unlike recognition-helix residues in the major groove, the residues that insert into the minor groove
recognize a specific DNA structure instead of forming
base-specific hydrogen bonds. Below we discuss the implications of these findings for binding site recognition by
Hox proteins as well as other DNA-binding proteins.
Sequence-Dependent DNA Structure
Consecutive ApA, TpT, or ApT base pair steps are known
to result in a narrow minor groove due to negative propeller twisting that is stabilized by inter-base pair interactions
in the major groove (Crothers and Shakked, 1999). In contrast, due to poor base stacking interactions, TpA steps
tend to widen the minor groove (Burkhoff and Tullius,
1988; Stefl et al., 2004) and, for example, produce significant unwinding in the case of the TATA box (Kim et al.,
1993). We suggest that these sequence-dependent effects on DNA structure can account for the conformations
of the two DNAs observed here. The fkh250con* binding
site is TGATTTATGG (TpA steps are underlined). ATTT is
expected to have the observed narrow minor groove
where Arg5 binds. The AT sequence 30 to the TpA step

is too short to produce the pattern of inter-base pair contacts required for minor groove narrowing. Moreover, the
minor groove that is widened by this TpA step remains
wide, in part due to the 30 guanines that introduce amino
groups into the minor groove. In contrast, the fkh250 binding site is AGATTAATCG. Here, the ATT and AAT sequences flanking the TpA step both have the pattern of inter-base pair contacts and propeller twisting required for
minor groove narrowing. Consequently, two minor groove
width minima are observed (Figure 4). The second minimum, where His12/Arg3 insert, is reinforced by a positive
roll introduced by a 30 -CpG step (Hizver et al., 2001; Rohs
et al., 2005b).
The DNA conformations observed in the crystal structures were qualitatively reproduced by our MC simulations, and the importance of the TpA steps and 30 flanking
G-C base pairs in affecting DNA structure were supported
by the simulations of DNAs containing individual base pair
differences (Figures S2 and S3). Interestingly, the standard deviations observed in these simulations are different
for fkh250 and fkh250con* (Figures 4C and 4D). This difference, which may reflect an inherent difference in flexibility,
is also consistent with known sequence-dependent properties of DNA (Faiger et al., 2007). The fkh250con* sequence, which shows a smaller standard deviation, is expected to be rigid due to the presence of an ‘‘A-tract,’’
a sequence that consists of at least three consecutive
ApA, ApT, or TpT steps (Crothers and Shakked, 1999).
In contrast, the larger deviations seen in the fkh250 simulations indicate greater conformational flexibility that can
be attributed to the absence of an A-tract and the presence of a TpA step in the middle of the sequence.
Arg3 and the N-Terminal Arm
The N-terminal arm has been known for some time to play
an important role in Hox specificity. Consistent with this
idea, we find Arg3 and Arg5 in the minor groove of
fkh250. However, Arg5 is conserved in all homeodomains
and Arg3 is present in many Hox proteins, raising the
question of what makes Scr’s N-terminal arm unique.
One answer is that other N-terminal arm differences are
important for Scr’s properties. In agreement with this notion, we found that changing RQR to RGR reduced the affinity for fkh250 by six-fold, similar to the effect observed
when Arg3 was mutated to Ala. These data suggest that,
unlike RQR of Scr, it is energetically unfavorable for the
RGR motifs of Antp, Ubx, and AbdA to assume the conformation of the RQR motif as seen in the fkh250 complex.
This may be due in part to the increased entropic cost associated with fixing a Gly in any given conformation but
also to the fact that its lack of a Cb precludes the formation
of the hydrophobic contact formed between Gln4 and
Thr6 in the fkh250 complex (the distance between the
Cd of Gln4 and the Cg of Thr6 is about 4.7 Å).
Taken together, our results suggest that the conformational preferences of Hox N-terminal arms are an important determinant of Hox specificity. However, there is
clearly more to the story because, like Scr, Deformed
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(Dfd) also has an RQR motif in its N-terminal arm, but Dfd
does not activate fkh250-lacZ in vivo. Thus, while the
sequence of the N-terminal arm plays an important role
and allows Hox proteins to be categorized into RGR and
RQR subgroups, other specificity-determining factors
must also exist. Based on our results, and as discussed
below, we suggest that other important contributors are
the paralog-specific residues neighboring the YPWM
motif.
Paralog-Specific Signature Residues
His12 is located in Scr’s linker region, four residues away
from its YPWM motif. Interestingly, not only is His12 conserved in all Scr orthologs, residues on both sides of its
YPWM motif are also well conserved (Figure 1A). This pattern is not unique to Scr and its orthologs: residues in the
vicinity of Hox YPWM motifs are generally conserved in
a paralog-specific manner (Figure S4) (Mann, 1995; Sharkey et al., 1997). In fact, the evolutionarily conserved sequences in the vicinity of YPWM are sufficient to distinguish between Hox paralogs and can even discriminate
between Scr and Dfd, which, like Scr, also has a His in
the same position relative to its YPWM motif (Figure S4).
These observations suggest that paralog-specific residues near the YPWM motif, together with the N-terminal
arm, may be considered as specificity-determining ‘‘signature’’ residues. Analogous to our findings with Scrfkh250, we suggest that these paralog-defining residues
in other Hox proteins are critical for the recognition of specific binding sites in vivo. These residues may, as shown
here for His12 and Arg3 of Scr, contact DNA. Alternatively, as shown here for Scr’s Gln4, they may be important for specifying the correct conformation of the
DNA-contacting residues. A general role for linker and
N-terminal arm residues in Hox specificity is supported
by the in vivo specificities of Hox protein chimeras (Chauvet et al., 2000; reviewed by Mann, 1995; Mann and Morata, 2000).
Although His12 is conserved among all Scr orthologs,
mutating it to an Ala had, for most readouts, only a partial
effect on binding or in vivo activity. In contrast, the Arg3 to
Ala mutation had a much larger effect, and the strongest
effect was observed when both His12 and Arg3 were
mutated to Ala (Table S2). Some simple considerations
can in principle account for the data. First, we suggest
that the main contribution of His12/Arg3 is to provide
a positive charge and, consequently, a favorable electrostatic interaction between Scr and fkh250. Second, given
the N-N distance of 2.9 Å in the His-Arg hydrogen bond,
His12 is likely neutral in the fkh250 complex, so that
the net charge for both residues is +1. In the double mutant this charge is lost. The His12 to Ala mutation leaves
Arg3 intact and the net charge unchanged. The Arg3 to Ala
mutation would likely result in the protonation of His12
given the negative electrostatic environment in the minor
groove, also leaving the net charge of the protein unchanged. While these considerations can explain why
the effect of the double mutant is stronger than of either
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single mutant, they do not explain why ScrArg3A binds
more weakly to fkh250 than ScrWT or ScrHis12A. One
possibility is that there is an unfavorable free energy
cost of proton uptake to His12 when it is bound to
DNA since, as opposed to Arg3, the free His is only partially protonated.
The Role of Hox-Exd Dimer Formation
Our results suggest that the interaction of Hox proteins
with Exd/Pbx through the YPWM motif is important, not
only because the presence of two homeodomains allows
for a larger and more specific DNA sequence readout in
the major groove but also because it favors conformations
of the linker and N-terminal arm residues such that they
can recognize structural patterns in the minor groove. Indeed, it appears that these residues are unable to assume
these conformations in the absence of Exd/Pbx. That
these residues have not been observed in two other
Hox-Exd/Pbx ternary complexes may suggest that their
intrinsic flexibility is designed to inhibit binding to the
wrong DNA site. That is, only when the protein sequence
is compatible with the structure of the minor groove will
the stabilizing interaction be strong enough to overcome
the entropic loss associated with binding.
Studies on homeodomain–DNA binary complexes also
suggest that the N-terminal arm has a tendency to be disordered, unless presented with a DNA structure that provides sufficient stabilizing interactions to compete with
conformational entropy. For example, residues 1 to 4 are
not observed in the Antp and Engrailed X-ray complexes
(Fraenkel and Pabo, 1998; Fraenkel et al., 1998). In contrast, most of the N-terminal arm is structured in an
Even-skipped–DNA complex where, notably, both Arg3
and Tyr4 insert into the minor groove (Hirsch and Aggarwal, 1995). In that complex the minor groove is quite
narrow where Arg3 inserts, consistent with the idea that
a narrow groove is required to structure a region of the
protein that is intrinsically disordered. In the HoxA9–
Pbx–DNA ternary complex, the N terminal arm is also ordered, but in that case, a very short linker severely limits
the conformational freedom of the N-terminal arm (LaRonde-LeBlanc and Wolberger, 2003).
The Role of DNA Structure
in Conferring Specificity
As seen in the crystal structure, binding of Scr-Exd to
fkh250con* involves residues that are present in all Hox
proteins, thus providing an explanation for why this site
is not specific for a particular paralog. As discussed
above, the answer to the inverse question, of why
fkh250 preferentially binds Scr-Exd, involves the insertion
of His12 and Arg3 into the minor groove, which is narrower than the equivalent region in fkh250con*. That a narrow groove is an inherent feature of the fkh250 site suggests the more general idea that Hox proteins recognize
their specific binding sites by reading a sequence-dependent DNA structure that, in turn, enhances the negative
electrostatic potential and attracts the positively charged

Arg/His pair. Thus, local differences in electrostatic potential provide an explanation for why sequence-dependent
DNA conformations can attract basic amino acids. This
shape-dependent DNA recognition mechanism is distinct
from ‘‘direct readout’’ mechanisms that involve specific
hydrogen bond formation and hydrophobic contacts between amino acid side chains and bases. It is also distinct
from ‘‘indirect readout’’ where protein binding is influenced by the global shape of a DNA molecule or by sequence-dependent DNA bending and deformability
(Hizver et al., 2001; Lavery, 2005; Rohs et al., 2005b; Zhurkin et al., 2005).
Scr’s ability to recognize the shape of the minor groove
via basic residues may provide an example of a more general class of protein-DNA recognition mechanisms. For
example, an Arg of phage 434 repressor inserts into the
minor groove of its operator (Aggarwal et al., 1988), and
a His in the DNA-binding domains of interferon regulatory
factors (IRFs) inserts into a compressed minor groove
(Escalante et al., 1998; Fujii et al., 1999; Panne et al.,
2004). Moreover, the sequence (either FGR, RGR, or
RGGR) in the minor groove binding region of monomeric
human estrogen-related receptors, hERR, is an important
specificity determinant for that family of transcription factors (Gearhart et al., 2003; Meinke and Sigler, 1999). The
analogy between Hox and hERR2, a nuclear receptor, is
particularly striking as the Zn finger domain of nuclear receptors makes major groove contacts while a normally extended peptide expands the binding site by making minor
groove contacts. It will be interesting to determine if, as
suggested here for Hox proteins, other families of DNAbinding proteins use a common set of major groove contacts to recognize large sets of degenerate binding sites
with individual family members distinguishing among
these sites via more specific minor groove contacts. For
Hox proteins, we suggest that such a two-tiered recognition system gives them the flexibility to bind both shared
and paralog-specific binding sites.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Additional information is provided in the Supplemental Data.
Structure Determination
Both cocrystals were obtained from solutions containing 10%–14%
polyethylene glycol 4000, 20% MPD, 0.1 M Tris (pH 8.7–8.9), 0.2 M Sodium Acetate, and 0.2 M KCl. The best cocrystals with fkh250 were obtained with the overhanging 20-mer (50 -TCAGCCGATTAATCTTAGAG30 /50 -ACTCTAAGATTAATCGGCTG-30 ) and Scr (residues 298–384)
and Exd (238–300). These Scr-Exd-fkh250 cocrystals belonged to
space group C2221 with unit cell dimensions of a = 88.8 Å, b = 92.6 Å,
c = 78.8 Å. The best cocrystals with fkh250con* were obtained with the
overhanging 20-mer (50 -TCAGCCCATAAATCATAGAG-30 /50 -ACTC
TATGATTTATGGGCTG-30 ) with the same Scr and Exd proteins. These
Scr-Exd-fkh250con* cocrystals belonged to space group P43212, with
unit cell dimensions of a = b = 65.3 Å, c = 200.3 Å. The consensus
Hox-Exd binding site in this sequence is identical to the site present
in the Ubx-Exd structure (Passner et al., 1999). Data were measured
at the Advanced Photon Source (Beamline 19-ID) and the Brookhaven
National Laboratory (Beamline X25).

Computational
DNA geometry was analyzed with the Curves algorithm (Lavery and
Sklenar, 1989). The structures of fkh250 and fkh250con* or variants
were predicted using an all-atom, force-field based MC algorithm
(Rohs et al., 2005a, 2005b; Sklenar et al., 2006).
Electrostatic potentials were calculated using the DelPhi program
(Rocchia et al., 2002). Figures 4E and 4F plot the potential in the minor
groove at the midpoint of a line connecting the O4’ atoms of nucleotide
i+1 on the 50 strand and nucleotide i-1 on the 30 strand (the reference is
approximately located in the plane of base pair i).
Protein-DNA Binding Assays
The fkh250 (GATCTCAATGTCAAGATTAATCGCCAGCTGTGGGAC
GAGG) and fkh250con (GATCTCAATGTCAAGATTTATGGCCAGCTG
TGGGACGAGG) probes and electrophoretic mobility shift assays
(Ryoo and Mann, 1999) and KD measurements (LaRonde-LeBlanc
and Wolberger, 2003) were carried out as previously described. All
DNA-binding experiments were carried out with nearly full-length
forms of Scr (residues 2 to 406) and full-length Exd, both 6XHistagged, expressed, and purified from E. coli. Because expression of
fkh250-lacZ does not require the Hth homeodomain but does require
HthHM (Noro et al., 2006), we included HthHM, which binds to Exd, in
the reactions. The HthHM-Exd dimer was copurified from E. coli and
added at 150 ng/reaction.
In Vivo Analyses
Drosophila embryos were stained using anti-CrebA, anti-b-gal, and
anti-fkh antibodies as described (Andrew et al., 1994; Noro et al.,
2006; Ryoo and Mann, 1999). Ectopic expression of ScrWT and Scr
mutants in embryos was via the AG11 driver crossed to the expression-matched UAS-Scr line. Embryos were grown at 18 C to better
match endogenous Scr expression levels. Embryonic cuticles were
analyzed by standard methods; for each genotype, similar results
were obtained with multiple transformant lines.
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
two tables, four figures, and Supplemental References and can be
found with this article online at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/
131/3/530/DC1/.
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Supplemental Experimental Procedures
Structure determination
The fkh250 structure was solved first, by molecular replacement using an initial model derived
from the Ubx-Exd-DNA complex (using the core 10 bp of DNA) (Passner et al., 1999). The
remaining DNA was fit to the electron density, and the structure refined at 2.6 Å resolution
(Rfactor = 23.3%; Rfree = 30.3%) (Supp. Table 1). The refined structure contains Scr residues 298384 (residues 314-325 are disordered), Exd residues 242-300, DNA nucleotides 1-40, 112
water molecules. Residues K298, K309, L313, H383, and K384 were modeled as alanines due
to the absence of side chain densities. The fkh250con* structure was determined by molecular
replacement using the solved fkh250 structure as a search model. The complex, refined at 2.6
Å resolution (Rfactor = 25.5%; Rfree = 29.9%), contains Scr residues 298-384 (residues 312-326
are disordered), Exd residues 242-300, DNA nucleotides 1-40, 103 water molecules.
Computational Procedures
All-atom Monte Carlo (MC) simulations were used to predict intrinsic DNA structures (Rohs et
al., 2005b). DNA conformation was sampled based on local nucleotide moves combined with an
analytic chain closure (Sklenar et al., 2006), an implicit solvent description, explicit sodium
counter ions (Rohs et al., 2005b), and the Amber force field (Cornell et al., 1996). Five
independent MC simulations were carried out for the fkh250 and fkh250con* sequences started
from standard DNA conformations with identical base pair step geometry. The individual MC
runs differed in (i) their starting conformations between canonical A- and B-DNA, (ii) their length
between 15 and 19 mers, and (iii) the initial sequence of attempted MC moves. Although initial
conformations differed by a maximum of 7.5 Å RMSD, the predicted average structures differ
just by <1.2 Å RMSD for fkh250 and <1.0 Å RMSD for fkh250con* at a maximum based on
12,400 atoms. The mutant structure predictions are based on a single MC run starting from
canonical B-DNA for each of the sequence variants of the 15-mer CTAAGATTAATCGGC at
either one or two of the underlined positions (single and double mutants of fkh250). All MC
simulations were carried out over 2,000 MC kcycles with the initial 500 kcycles considered as
equilibration period (Rohs et al., 2005a).
Electrostatic potentials at geometric midpoints between the O4’ atoms of nucleotide i+1
on the 5’ strand and nucleotide i-1 on the 3’ strand were calculated using the DelPhi program
(Rocchia et al., 2002). Partial charges and radii were obtained from Amber (Cornell et al., 1996).
The calculations were carried out at physiologic ionic strength (I=0.145 M). Regions inside the

macromolecules were assigned a dielectric constant of ε=2 while the solvent was assigned a
dielectric constant of ε=80. A lattice size of 1653 was used in combination with five focusing
steps from 10 to 90 % solute space filling. The final grid spacing was <0.5 Å. Different angular
orientations of the DNA on the grid resulted in electrostatic potential differences of <1%.
Protein-DNA binding assays
At the concentrations used, neither Scr nor HthHM-Exd bound to fkh250, but together they bound
cooperatively. The amounts of bound and unbound DNAs were quantified by a phosphorimager.
Kds were measured by at least two independent experiments, each containing at least 10
protein concentration data points fit to non-linear hyperbolic curves using ORIGIN software. For
the competition experiments, unlabeled fkh250 was added to the binding reaction at time 0, at
the same time labeled fkh250con was added.

Table S1: Crystallographic Parameters
Data Collection Statisticsa:

Resolution range (Å)
Total no. of
Reflections
No. of unique
Reflections
Rmerge (%)b
Completeness (%)
Refinement Statistics:
Resolution range (Å)
Reflections, F>2σ(F)
Rcryst% c
Rfree% d
Number of atoms (protein/DNA/water)
RMS deviations:
Bonds (Å)
Angles (°)
Average B factors (Å2) (protein/DNA/water)
Ramachandran Plot Quality:
Most favored (%)
Additionally allowed (%)
Generously allowed (%)
Disallowed (%)

fkh250

fkh250con*

50 - 2.6

50 - 2.6

342,322

311,146

10,189 (1,008)
6.3 (32.4)
97.9 (98.8)

13,383 (1,371)
9.9 (35.63)
97.8 (100)

12 - 2.6
9,171
23.3
30.3
1160/814/112

12 - 2.6
13,034
25.5
29.9
1149/814/103

0.007
1.1
59.8/54.1/54.2

.006
1.1
54.5/62.7/57.4

86.0
13.2
0.8
0

89.1
10.1
0.8
0

a Values for outermost shell are given in parentheses.
b Rmerge = Σ|I -<I>|/Σ|, where I is the integrated intensity of a given reflection.
c Rcryst = ||Fo| - |Fc||/ Σ |Fo|.
con*
d Rfree was calculated using 5% (for fkh250) and 7.5% (for fkh250 ) of data excluded from
refinement.

Table S2. Summary of the in vitro and in vivo readouts examined for ScrWT and the three Scr
mutants. This table summarizes the data shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6. Three points are
apparent: 1) ScrWT is the most robust activator for all of the in vivo readouts, 2) the His12A,Arg3A double mutant is unable to carry out any of Scr’s specific functions, but can still
activate the more general Hox readout, fkh250con-lacZ, and 3) the Kd measurements for fkh250
and fkh250con correlate best with the activation of the fkh250-lacZ and fkh250con-lacZ reporter
genes, respectively. The various readouts show different sensitivities to the single point
mutations, suggesting that these responses are more complex than being dependent upon a
single Scr – binding site interaction. Nevertheless, these data support the view that both His-12
and Arg3 are important for Scr to carry out its specific functions in vivo. Kds are in nM and were
measured in the presence of HthHM-Exd. The in vivo effects of the Gln4G mutant were not
measured (ND) because, based on the results with Arg3A, they are expected to only partially
affect function, at best.
protein

Kd-250

T1

α-CrebA

α-Fkh

fkh250-lacZ

fkh250con-lacZ

Kd-250con

ScrWT

8.6

++++

+++

+++

++++

++++

10.3

His-12A

14.9

++++

++

++

+++

++++

12.0

Arg3A

47.5

+++

+

–

–

++++

28.6

His-12A,Arg3A

54.6

–

–

–

–

++++

18.2

Gln4G

49.7

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

26.6

Figure S1. Base pair roll of fkh250 and fkh250con*.
Graphs showing roll as a function of base pair steps for fkh250 (A) and fkh250con* (B). The
blue curves represent the roll as observed in the X-ray structures. The green curves show the
roll predicted by the MC simulations. The roll pattern is distinct for each DNA, seen most readily
in the spacing of the two peaks highlighted with arrows. In both cases, the MC simulations result
in a similar roll pattern compared to the X-ray structures. Differences in minor groove geometry
result from sequence-specific variations of helical parameters, with the variation in roll as a
predominant factor in determining the minor groove geometry. A negative roll between two
adjacent base pairs compresses the DNA minor groove whereas a positive roll compresses the
DNA major groove and thus widens the minor groove at the location of this base pair (Rohs et
al., 2005b). The regions in fkh250 where Arg5 and Arg3/His-12 insert into the minor groove are
characterized by extended roll minima (A), while fkh250con* shows a single region with low roll
values at the Arg5 position. In both structures, the large positive roll value at the central TpA
step counters minor groove narrowing.
A negative roll accompanied by a positive roll half-a-helix turn away enhances minor groove
narrowing at the base pair which shows the negative roll. Therefore, distances between base
pair steps showing distinctive roll maxima and minima are determinants of groove geometry
(Rohs et al., 2005b). Here, the more distinct minor groove narrowing of the fkh250 DNA is
assisted by the positive roll of the CpG step almost half-a-helix turn away from the center of the
AT-rich region. The TpA and TpG steps with roll maxima in the fkh250con* DNA are in close
proximity, thus widening the minor groove. TpA steps usually show a positive roll and can be
affected by binding and crystal packing due to their unfavorable stacking, which is reflected by
the 5’-end TpA step.

Figure S2. MC analysis of minor groove width for DNAs with individual base pair
differences.
fkh250 and fkh250con* have three base pair differences (see Figure 1B). In this figure, we use
the MC method to analyze the effects on minor groove width of all possible combinations of
these three differences.
A, B, C: MC simulations of single base pair changes, relative to fkh250. The three base pairs in
which the fkh250 sequence differs from the fkh250con* sequence were separately replaced by
the respective base pair of the fkh250con* DNA. Mutants are shown in red in comparison to the
fkh250 (green) and fkh250con* (blue) MC simulations. Mutation of the central A-T base pair (A)
and the 3’-C-G base pair (B) open the minor groove mainly in the region where Arg3 and His-12
bind. The single mutation of the 5’-A-T base pair (C) raises the absolute values of the overall
groove width. Minor groove width minima in the MC simulations of the mutants are highlighted
by arrows.

D, E, F: MC simulations of double base pair changes, relative to fkh250. Mutants are shown in
red in comparison to the fkh250 (green) and fkh250con* (blue) MC simulations. The double
mutant without mutating the central A-T step (D) raised the absolute values of the overall groove
width. Mutating the 3’-A-T and central A-T base pairs simultaneously (E) conserved two minima
in groove width but also raised absolute values in the region where Arg3 and His-12 bind. The
fkh250 double mutant with both the central A-T and 3’-C-G base pair mutated closely resembled
the fkh250con* minor groove geometry (F). The sequence analyzed in this panel (F) is identical to
fkh250con (Ryoo and Mann, 1999). These data indicate that the central A-T base pair difference
has the largest effect, followed by the 3’-C/G difference, and to a smaller degree by the 5’-A/T
difference. Minor groove width minima are highlighted by arrows.

Figure S3. MC analysis of roll for DNAs with individual base pair differences.
fkh250 and fkh250con* have three base pair differences (see Figure 1B). In this figure, we use
the MC method to analyze the effects on roll of all possible combinations of these three
differences.
A, B, C: MC simulations of roll for single base pair differences (color code as in Supplementary
Figure 2). The mutation of the central A-T base pair shifted the roll maximum by one base pair
in 3’-direction, where fkh250con* shows a roll maximum (A). In comparison, mutation of the 3’-CG base pair shifted the roll maximum by one base pair in 5’-direction, where fkh250con* also
shows a roll maximum (B). Mutating the 5’-A-T base pair generated an additional roll maximum
(C) explaining the increased minor groove width without changing the pattern upon this
mutation. The two peaks in the 3’ region are highlighted by arrows.
D, E, F: MC simulations of roll for double base pair differences (color code as in Supplementary
Figure 2). The effect of double mutations can be localized in the roll pattern. In agreement with
the single mutants, simultaneous mutations of the 5’-A-T and 3’-C-G base pairs generated an

additional 5’-roll maximum and shifted the 3’-roll maximum by one base pair in 5’-direction (D).
Similarly, the double mutant involving both A-T base pairs showed an additional 5’-roll maximum
and shifted the central roll maximum by one base pair in 3’-direction (E). Mutating the central AT and 3’-C-G base pairs simultaneously (F) brought the two roll maxima, which are four base
pairs away from each other in the fkh250 DNA, into close proximity resembling closely the
fkh250con* roll pattern with the two maxima only separated by one base pair step. The sequence
analyzed in this panel (F) is identical to fkh250con (Ryoo and Mann, 1999). Modifying the
distance between these two roll maxima affects the minor groove geometry most dramatically.
The two peaks in the 3’ region are highlighted by arrows.
In general, all mutations exchange the order of pyrimidine (Y) and purine (R) bases and thus
shift the location of YpR base pair steps along the sequence. The location of these steps is
crucial to their either enhancing or countering the effect on minor groove narrowing. Our
observation of larger roll values of YpR base pair steps in comparison to RpR and RpY base
pair steps for the specific Hox binding sequences is found to resemble a general tendency in
crystal structures of protein-DNA complexes (Olson et al., 1998).

Figure S4. Hox paralogs cluster according to sequences close to the YPWM motif.
A: ClustalW-based alignments of sequences surrounding the YPWM motifs (-5 to +7) of a wide
range of Hox proteins from multiple species. The Hox paralogs (labeled on the left according to
the Drosophila gene names) cluster together, with the exception of vertebrate Hox6 orthologs,
which, interestingly, are grouped separately. AbdB orthologs were not included in this analysis
because they do not share a YPWM motif. Abbreviations: Lab: Labial; PB: Proboscipedia; DFD:
Deformed; Scr: Sex combs reduced; ANT: Antennapedia; UBX: Ultrabithorax; ABA: AbdominalA; X: Xenopus; m: mouse; C: Chicken; H: Human.
B: Tree-based diagram of the ClustalW output shown in A. Paralog-specific clustering is
observed, demonstrating a clear paralog-specific relationship of Hox YPWM regions.
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